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FOREWORD
As part of its activities, the World Bank’s Independent Evaluation Group (IEG) provides
technical assistance to member developing countries for designing and implementing effective
monitoring and evaluation (M&E) systems and for strengthening government evaluation
capacities as an important part of sound governance. IEG prepares resource materials with case
studies demonstrating good or promising practices, which other countries can refer to or adapt
to suit their own particular circumstances (http://www.worldbank.org/ieg/ecd).
World Bank support to strengthen M&E systems in Latin America and the Caribbean
Region has grown substantially in the past decade. There is intense activity on M&E
issues in more than 20 countries in the region, and IEG has provided active support for
many of them. In the case of Colombia, IEG has been advising the government and
World Bank units, particularly since 2002, on ways to further strengthen the M&E
system—SINERGIA— with the objective of fully institutionalizing it.
While different external assessments have been done on the strengths and weaknesses of
SINERGIA and other Latin American M&E experiences, relatively few analyses have
looked at the political economy of managing and implementing this comprehensive,
government-wide M&E system, including the institutional, operational, and technical
success factors and obstacles encountered. This Evaluation Capacity Development paper
seeks to complement previous external diagnostics of the system with insights and
perspectives from a former manager of SINERGIA: Manuel Fernando Castro, Director
of Public Policy Evaluation, Department of National Planning. It is hoped that the
lessons and best practices identified here, with regard to success factors and common
obstacles, will benefit officials undertaking similar tasks in other countries.
This paper has benefited from comments received from a number of people, including
Keith Mackay, Gladys Lopez-Acevedo, and Nidhi Khatri. The technical assistance of
Felipe Castro is gratefully acknowledged. Helen Chin contributed valuable help by
thoroughly editing the paper.
The views expressed in this document are solely those of the author, and do not
necessarily represent the views of the World Bank or of the government of Colombia.
Klaus Tilmes
Manager
Knowledge Programs and Evaluation Capacity Development
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
During the past two decades Colombia has been developing and improving its National
Results-Based Management and Evaluation System (SINERGIA). The development of
this system has been a focal point in Colombia’s state reform towards performance-based
management, particularly at the central administration. After 15 years of progress,
overcoming the effects of institutional, political, and fiscal obstacles, SINERGIA has
achieved one of the highest levels of development and customization, and it is held up as
an example of best practices by multilateral organizations, donor agencies, and other
governments.
The monitoring and evaluation (M&E) system that Colombia adopted sought to promote
a results focus on both planning and budgeting processes, simultaneously. However,
during implementation the results-based planning model superseded the budgeting model,
owing principally to the architecture of Colombia’s central administration and to the
institutional placement of SINERGIA within the Department of National Planning. Over
time, various institutional solutions for conducting evaluations, strong advocacy by a
powerful central department, and high-level political incentives have been needed to
overcome problems between the planning and budgeting agencies—particularly regarding
the use of results information and integration.
Compared with similar experiences in other countries, the process by which SINERGIA
advanced institutionalization is notable for the way it combined high-ranking, wideranging, formal mechanisms (e.g., constitutional mandate and laws covering the whole of
public administration) with the development of informal practices in key areas of the
public sector (e.g., M&E activity in planning offices, program management units, and
managerial controls in the President’s Office). Using lessons learned from international
experience, Colombian officials followed an implementation strategy that—in line with
the political and institutional reforms in the country—brought together a uniform,
progressive approach for the central administration and the operation of selective,
demand-based, pilot programs at the regional and sector levels.
Many lessons for other countries are identified in this paper. Some of the key factors in
Colombia’s success are as follows:
•

•

•
•
•
•

The importance of having a central governmental department act as a champion
supporter, and using an opportunistic approach to include the M&E system as a
key pillar on public sector reform agendas;
The kind of regulatory and incentives framework on which the M&E system is
based, and the sustained effort in promoting “cultural” change and developing
evaluation capacities;
The political role of the President in the system’s institutionalization process;
The powerful part that technically defined methodologies and dissemination
mechanisms have played in the system’s institutionalization strategy;
The collaborative approach used to strengthen evaluation practices and to
enhance the community of evaluators; and
The demand-driven approach for introducing M&E at the regional level.

SINERGIA did not develop in a linear, methodical manner to its current state of
integration. It instead went through periods of rapid progress, stagnation, and setbacks in
vi

response to different contexts, as well as to changing political and economic
environments.
Following a contentious results-oriented public sector reform introduced by first
President Alvaro Uribe administration between 2002 and 2006, subsequent changes in the
institutional setting have tempered the momentum of SINERGIA. Although reforms
introduced during Uribe administration resulted in the general public being widely
approving of results-based M&E, some voices from academia and the private sector have
questioned how independent SINERGIA is, and how credible the information it provides
can be since it entirely depends on the executive. In addition, some of the system’s
institutional arrangements have begun to show its disadvantages, owing principally to the
system’s limited autonomy, funds, capabilities, and powers to regulate the evaluation
market.
In the context of a system that has encouraged a major change toward a results
orientation in government, this type of external scrutiny should also be seen as an
indication of the extent to which SINERGIA products (monitoring data, evaluations,
reports, etc.) are used, as well as a sign of the progress made toward institutionalizing
M&E in the public sector. Accordingly, efforts being planned to reinforce the quality,
reliability, and credibility of M&E information—mainly through independent audits,
academic analyses, and external evaluations—although critically needed at this time would
strictly be of a short-term nature. In coming years, any real attempt to strengthen the
system, and to consolidate the public sector’s focus on results, will require further
institutional re-design to tackle its current limitations.
Recent international experiences in creating national evaluation commissions (e.g., Spain
and Mexico) have shown that to institutionalize evaluation as a permanent high-quality
practice, with objective standards, requires a guiding body with greater autonomy to
regulate the evaluation market. An institutional change of this kind will, of course, entail
further legal changes in Colombia, for which support from government and nongovernment sectors remains a challenge.
The analysis presented in this paper shows some of the work carried out by Colombia,
since 1991, to implement a national M&E system as part of public sector reform.
Despite significant effort having been made, it is stated that much more work needs to be
done if Colombia is to continue on the path toward full M&E institutionalization in
government. Given the uneven manner in which SINERGIA has evolved, Colombia
could further strengthen the foundations of its system by capitalizing what has been
gained through broader institutional reform. What is required is a system that: depends
less on the immediate extent of high-level support, is more autonomous and higher
ranking, and is based on more powerful incentives. This paper suggests that
accomplishing such a goal may require a somewhat different institutional architecture.
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Introduction
Colombia’s National Results Evaluation System (SINERGIA) is one of Latin America’s
outstanding results-based monitoring and evaluation initiatives. After 15 years of progress
and after overcoming the effects of institutional, political, and fiscal problems,
SINERGIA has achieved one of the highest levels of development and customization,
and it is held up as an example by multilateral organizations, donor agencies, and other
governments.1
As in other countries, the development of such a system was marked by periods of
progress, stagnation, and setbacks. During the 1990s and early 2000s, state
democratization and modernization processes—coupled with growing dissatisfaction with
the results of government programs—were driving forces behind SINERGIA’s
implementation. By contrast, fiscal imbalances, acute budgetary restrictions, lack of
integration between budgetary and planning processes, and a changing political and
economic environment were all, in turn, opposing forces that led to stagnation and
setbacks in the system.
What differentiates Colombia’s monitoring and evaluation (M&E) system from other
experiences of its kind is that it has succeeded in integrating performance measurement as
a current practice within all government planning frameworks. It has also succeeded in
using results to progressively inform decisions and strengthen the accountability of
national programs and sector policies.
The SINERGIA experience in Colombia makes an interesting case study, for at least three
reasons:
(i)

It illustrates one path among many that developing countries can follow for
institutionalizing their own M&E systems.
(ii) It establishes a results-oriented planning model, as opposed to the alternative and
widely promoted budget-orientated approach. The planning model is important
because, contrary to what is often thought, large numbers of countries, sectors, or
agencies boast major strategic planning frameworks to guide government activities.
(iii) It illustrates the extent to which an M&E system is not simply an isolated exercise,
but is instead something that goes hand-in-hand with systemic public sector reform,
affecting all levels of administration, involving the review of powers and
responsibilities in different areas, and influencing the very architecture of the public
sector.
This paper examines the experience of institutionalizing Colombia’s M&E system, from
the perspective of a former SINERGIA manager: Manuel Fernando Castro, Director of
Public Policy Evaluation, Department of National Planning. This study is meant to
complement previous studies by other authors with an insider’s account, description, and
analysis of the obstacles encountered and the results obtained. Likewise, it presents
recommendations on how to ensure further institutionalization and identifies several
lessons that might be of interest to professionals who are developing evaluation systems
in other countries.

1

See World Bank and IDB 2006; Guerrero 1999; Ospina and Ochoa 2003; Zaltsman 2006; Mackay 2007;
and Villarreal 2007.
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1. Evolution of the Monitoring & Evaluation System
The origin of Colombia’s National Results-Based Management and Evaluation System
(SINERGIA) dates back to the early 1990s.2 The system was initially a strategic response to
the need for results-based M&E in national planning, but it subsequently gained political and
legal endorsement because of two major issues in the national debate. The first was the
deteriorating credibility of public institutions in people's views, which was primarily a result of
these institutions not being able to deliver results for the most important social priorities. The
second issue had to do with high-profile cases of inefficiency and corruption in several
investment projects, which indicated a need to improve transparency and accountability in
government activities.3
Awareness by top-ranking officials about the political benefits of measuring performance4 was
initially prompted by the efficiency concerns of a central government agency—the
Department of National Planning (DNP). Such political concerns put M&E on the legislative
agenda, and eventually led to its full legal incorporation into the national Constitution. In the
process of developing these mandates, SINERGIA’s design, implementation, and reform
were based on international best practices, as well as on its own innovations and adaptations.5
1.1.

Institutional Context

Expanding the role of M&E has been one of the issues of far-reaching public sector
reform in Colombia for a long time, particularly with regard to the government’s planning
and budgeting systems and their integration as government functions.
Planning has a long tradition in Colombia. At least since 1949,6 but formally since 1991,
development plans have been employed by both civil servants and elected officials to
define policies, strategies, goals, and concrete priorities in public management.
Development plans and, specifically, Annual Operational Investment Plans (POAI),7 are
also the mechanism by which national, provincial, and local governments set up their
investment budgets.
In Colombia’s administrative architecture, investment plans are prepared by the DNP (or
by provincial/local planning secretariats), but current expenditures are set up by the
Ministry of Finance (or by provincial/local finance secretariats). For this reason, at the
national level (central administration) the planning and finance agencies each have their
own individual budget office—namely, the National General Budget Directorate
(DGPN)8 within the Ministry of Finance (MoF), and the Public Investment and Finance
Directorate (DIFP)9 within the DNP. However, it is the MoF that has overall
2

SINGERIA was formally mandated in Colombia’s Constitution in 1991, and implementation began in
1994. See Colombia’s Political Constitution, Articles 339–344, and Law 152 of 1994.
3
The construction of Metro de Medellin and the hydroelectric dam in Guavio, two major projects at the
time, presented problems of this kind.
4
Various high-level national and international seminars and conferences, between 1989 and 1991, played a
major role in creating momentum and stimulating awareness by top-ranking officials and politicians.
5
Models studied included Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, France, Mexico, New Zealand, the United
Kingdom, and the United States. At the local level, the budget-by-results examples of Sunnyvale
(California), Austin (Texas), and Bogotá, in Colombia have also been important references.
6
The World Bank supported the introduction of a ten-year planning framework in 1949, which was
changed to four years, beginning in 1962, to coincide with administrative periods. See Currie 1984.
7
Plan Operativo Anual de Inversiones.
8
Dirección General de Presupuesto Nacional.
9
Direccion de Inversiones y Finanzas Publicas.
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responsibility for the government budget. The ministry has to integrate both budgets—its
own and the Department of National Planning’s—into a single document, and it is
responsible for presenting it to Congress for approval. Coordination among finance and
planning offices is therefore absolutely required.
It is important to understand several other things about how M&E has evolved in Colombia:
(i) Although the national M&E system was envisioned as a instrument for reinforcing
strategic planning and investment allocations, it was also seen as a tool for pursuing
political objectives, such as increasing state credibility, progressing toward a more
democratic system, and achieving a more modern and transparent public
administration.
(ii) Since 1991, the National Planning System has had the same constitutional and legal
standing as the National Budget System. As such, M&E received significant
normative support. Colombia’s legal tradition meant that a number of legal and
policy instruments had to be in place to allow SINERGIA to develop. As a result,
the system has highly legal (formal) institutional characteristics (see annex 1). Legal
mandates were followed by effective informal M&E practices, which progressively
gained acceptance in centralized and decentralized bureaucracies.10
(iii) The institutional framework for M&E also includes planning and evaluation units at
the different levels of government, and the Public Policy Evaluation Directorate
(DEPP)11 is the coordination agency at the national level. This unit was created in
1992 to be the secretariat and to be responsible for the design and implementation of
SINERGIA, on behalf of DNP.
(iv) The system was set up after a number of prior steps had been taken to implement
ex-ante evaluation techniques in public investment projects. Worthy of mention
among these are the Investment Project Monitoring and Evaluation System and the
National Investment Projects Databank (BPIN),12 which improved investment
programming and control processes, and helped to establish a budgeting-by-project
culture. Because investment projects are the basic unit for preparing plans and
investment budgets, having a national projects databank allows the National
Planning System to have a detailed record of potential projects to be funded
annually. It also permits ex-ante evaluations for determining the extent to which the
objectives, activities, and resources required for such projects would also contribute
to the wider purposes of national plans.
(v) To the above points should be added existing processes and tools for planning and
budgeting, which include mainly a financial plan, a multiple-year investment plan,
and the Annual Operational Investment Plans at the national level. Moreover, there
are sector-level action plans and strategic plans for individual agencies (see figure 1).
These instruments are also used at the subnational and local levels and DNP
provides technical assistance to those governments throughout the Subnational
Sustainable Development Directorate (DDTS).13

10

Formal institutionalization refers to the fact that legal mandates, state policy guidelines, administrative
technical procedures, etc., exist. Likewise, informal institutionalization refers to effective practices and the
use of M&E tools, denoting acceptance by agencies and officials.
11
Dirección de Evaluación de Políticas Públicas.
12
Banco de Proyectos de Inversion Nacional, is under the DIFP at DNP.
13
Direccion de Desarrollo Territorial Sostenible.
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Knowing about key features of Colombia’s National Budget System is also central to
understanding the institutional context in which the M&E system evolved. The budgeting
system, under the guidance of the MoF, has coexisted, and to a certain extent even
competed, with the equally important planning system. Although the law stipulates that
the National Budget and the National Development Plan (NDP) should be
complementary, the responsible agencies have not fully consolidated the necessary
coordination processes. According to several analyses, the split between the current
spending and investment budgets has restricted harmonization and limited full
implementation of results-based M&E within the overall government budget.14
Figure 1. Colombia: National Planning and National Budget
Structure of National, Sector, and Agency Plans
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The link between the National Development Plan (which is the responsibility of sectors and agencies) and the National
Budget is given by the goals and indicators established in sector and agency (four-year) strategic plans. The mission,
vision, and objectives of the strategic plans are aligned with national development objectives and set the framework for the
formulation of specific projects, which are registered in a National Investment Projects Databank. Accordingly, the model
establishes that sector and agency strategic plans, the concrete projects contained in them, and the respective Action Plans
to implement them must be the basic instruments for the preparation of the Annual Budget. Based on this planning
structure, evaluation of results should take place within SINERGIA. Annual reports on plan performance must be presented
to Congress.

14

For the implications of budget separation in Colombia, see World Bank 2005 and International Monetary
Fund 2005.
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In addition, given multiple regulations that pre-allocate expenses, the overall budget
system has historically had high levels of inertia and rigidity (more than 67 percent in
investments and 90 percent in operations) and low levels of accountability. For budget
officials, rigidity has resulted in weak incentives for focusing on results, at best, and in
strong resistance toward any changes in the budgeting processes, at worst. Some of this
resistance also has to do with the historically little power that Congress has exerted over
the budget and also with the relatively high discretion of the MoF.
Given these circumstances, it is not surprising that during a period of major fiscal
constraints, the original 1989 Budget Statute, Law 38, did not include evaluation of
expenditure in any of its 127 articles. Despite numerous amendments for establishing
greater spending controls to ensure fiscal discipline, there was never any fundamental
change to the statute. The legislative record gives an indication of the little interest that
budget officials had in results-based M&E of the budget for a long time.15 This lack of
interest was in strikingly marked contrast to the importance given, historically, to the
results-based approach by planning officials.
1.2.

Implementing SINERGIA (1991–2001): Main Achievements and Obstacles

In its first stage, SINERGIA introduced a self-evaluation approach based on adaptations
of the logical framework’s methodology—from the program to the sector and agency
levels—primarily using monitoring information. This methodology was called the Plan
Indicativo, and it helped to organize the management of sectors and agencies, in line with
broader strategic government policies. In the Plan Indicativo each sector and agency
identified its objectives, activities, targets, and performance indicators and established
linkages among investment projects, sector and agency programs, strategic plans, and the
final objectives of the NDP.16
To complement this, SINERGIA also introduced “strategic evaluations” in pilot agencies.
Other instruments implemented included efficiency agreements, performance contracts,
and commitment policy documents approved by the National Council for Economic and
Social Policy (CONPES).17 All of these instruments incorporated specific coordination
arrangements between the responsible agency and the DNP for achieving the goals set
under the plan.18
A self assessment of SINERGIA for the period 1991–2001 identified the following
achievements.19


Indicators and goals were introduced and produced on a regular basis in 19 sectors, in
more than 250 central government agencies, and in the country's 32 provinces.

15

In 1999, the state reform plans of the current administration sought to dismantle the system as a
contribution to austerity measures, but the system survived because of its Constitutional mandate.
16
See World Bank 1997; Ospina and Ochoa 2003; and DNP 2005.
17
CONPES is the highest collaborative authority for policymaking in Colombia. It is headed by the
President and is composed of the Ministers and Central Bank President.
18
These coordination mechanisms took place only at technical levels and, unfortunately, not among higherranking officials. It included fifth-level echelons from the implementing agencies, the sector units at DNP,
and SINERGIA (see the 2004 document, CONPES 3294).
19
The diagnosis set out to identify strengths and weaknesses and to appraise instruments, the regulatory
framework, and the professional and financial skills that were available in the technical unit and in the
different entities and sectors. It also included an analysis of evaluations undertaken, reports, and M&E
information generated by the system. It likewise included interviews at the political level, with Ministries
(Ministers and Deputy Ministers), at the technical level (planning and budget directors), and at the
operational level (persons responsible for executing programs).
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The system developed a methodology for monitoring and evaluating national plans as
well as sector and agency strategic plans. It also established the practice of producing
annual reports that showed results achieved under such plans.
 SINERGIA introduced basic instruments for performing M&E activities and
promoted performance measurement “practices” in central government agencies and
certain local authorities, especially planning offices.
The above achievements set up important milestones for the public sector modernization
process because they established the bases for the government to start moving toward
results-based management. However, the M&E system did not yet significantly affect
decision-making processes, particularly, policy formulation or resource allocations.
Neither was it yet a mechanism for accountability to higher managerial levels, to
Congress, or to the general public.


Analysis revealed different findings related to the above outcomes during SINERGIA’s
first phase:




Between 1998 and 2002, the system engaged in measuring the results of 32 provincial
departments and 1,099 municipal development plans.20 The capacities of
SINERGIA’s Public Policy Evaluation Directorate (DEPP) unit were largely exceeded
by this task.21 Moreover, the scope of the system’s activities went beyond its mandate,
due to overlap with the fiscal, political, and administrative functions of regional
governments, and thus exhausted the system’s own capacity.
Budgeting and planning diverged further and further over time even though, in
theory, the budget should be based on the plan. The MoF did not consider plan
results when preparing the budget, and, without performance information, the
President’s Office could not identify misalignments between government priorities
and annual budget allocations. In 2002, for example, almost 40 percent of the annual
budget did not reflect any government priority in the National Development Plan.
M&E therefore only partially covered government expenditures.

Given the functional separation between the budget and the plan, coordination solutions
were only available at specialized levels, particularly among budget officials. The priority
for such officials is aggregated expenditure controls at the macro level, not the use of
incentives (rewards and sanctions) to stimulate good performance at a micro-managerial
level.


There were problems with performance information availability, quality, frequency,
and access. In 2002 SINERGIA had a large number of indicators (946) but—in
marked contrast to its conceptual focus in higher-level results—58 percent of them
were related to operational activities and administrative processes.22 In addition,
ministries and agencies were able to send their reports electronically, but central
consolidation was not automatic. Information was not available in real time and was
not made easily available to the public. Reports therefore failed to provide timely
information.

20

Provincial governors and mayors are elected by popular vote in Colombia, and the provinces and towns
are fiscally and administratively autonomous in how they use the transfers they receive from the central
government.
21
In 2002, SINERGIA had 42 professionals, consisting of in-house officials, consultants, and
administrative staff.
22
Twenty-one percent were input indicators, 37 percent were activities and processes, 29 percent were
outputs, and 13 percent were outcomes and impacts.
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In-depth evaluations (impact and other methods) were in the early stages of
development, and only a very small portion of investment expenditure was being
evaluated (4.1 percent in 2002). Different sectors carried out evaluations but there
were no defined technical standards for determining what programs to evaluate, what
methodologies to use, or what procedures to follow for guaranteeing the quality of
both evaluators and their evaluations. Moreover, few qualified evaluators were
available—especially in impact methodologies—which meant that the cost of studies
requiring international experts was potentially high.



There was little dissemination of results to decision-making bodies in government, to
Congress, or to the general public. Many of the evaluations were known only to those
who had commissioned the studies and, in many cases, not even the decision-making
bodies in those agencies were aware of their existence. As far as monitoring was
concerned, results were consolidated and presented annually or every six months (for
exceptional circumstances), but day-to-day, performance information was not readily
available to be of help in government administration.

1.3.

SINERGIA and the Public Administration Renewal Program (2002–2006)

In mid-2002 Colombia elected Alvaro Uribe into office as President, and his
administration opened a window of opportunity for SINERGIA. The Public
Administration Renewal Program (PRAP), 23 a cornerstone of the new government,
introduced management by results, transparency, and accountability as key principles for
public sector reform.24 SINERGIA was thus included in a number of crosscutting
reforms of the PRAP: civil service, public budget, procurement, state regulation, and
public information, among others.
The political climate for reform can be clearly seen in Colombia’s 2002–2006 National
Development Plan approved by Congress:
The overall panorama indicates a worrying deterioration in the credibility of
public institutions and in people's trust in them, due particularly to a
perception that they are inefficient in their performance of essential state
duties connected with security, economic growth, and improving the living
conditions of the poor. Moreover, public finances have witnessed a rapid
growth in expenditure, a high fiscal deficit, and an explosive public
indebtedness. All of this has resulted in a weakening of governance conditions
and in governments being less able to successfully perform their duties.

Against this background, the new President himself demanded that government be given
tools to enable it to monitor and control how the administration was achieving its aims.
He also had stressed the government’s “obligation to provide prompt and reliable
information about the results that have been obtained with public funds, and the people’s
entitlement to access that information.”25 The new administration thus gave strong
political weight to results, performance information, and permanent accountability.
SINERGIA received new importance; it became the focal point of the results-based
management reform.
23

Programa de Renovación de la Administración Pública.
According to the President’s Directive No. 10 of 2002, the objectives of PRAP were to modernize public
administration, to consolidate a managerial state with fiscal responsibility, and to guarantee that public
services would be rendered on the basis of efficiency and quality, thereby combating corruption and reestablishing state credibility.
25
Álvaro Uribe Vélez, President of Colombia, 2002–2006 (see Vélez 2002).
24
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The SINERGIA reform began in October 2002, but was not formally written up until
almost one and a half years later, in 2004, as CONPES 3294. The redesign was headed up
by the National Planning Department team in charge of PRAP, and specifically by the
SINERGIA/DEEP team.
One of the very first actions of reform was to divest SINERGIA of all activities outside
of its core mandate, particularly at the provincial and local levels. The decision was made
to focus the M&E system on 19 central government sectors and 250 agencies. It was
hoped that SINERGIA could be a model for regional governments, leading to the
replication and autonomous implementation of its tools. This narrowed focus on regional
governments, together with the findings of the 2002 self-assessment facilitated better
identification of SINERGIA’s main clients and better adaptation of system tools to
performance information needs.
To complement its original objectives, SINERGIA specified an additional goal in 2002 to
help improve the transparency and quality of public expenditure. The context for this goal
was an unsustainable rising trend in expenditures which had begun in the early 1990s.
Total expenditure as a proportion of GDP rose by 52.9 percent26 and the fiscal deficit
consequently deteriorated to 6.1 percent of GDP between 1995 and 2002. Given the
small number of evaluations undertaken, the results of these expenditures were largely
unknown.
The government endorsed the above PRAP approach, and the following SINERGIA
objectives—which emphasize transparency and expenditure quality—were approved by
CONPES:27
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(v)

To improve the availability and quality of performance information and make that
information accessible for accountability and decision-making purposes;
To establish a closer link between policy and program planning, budgeting, and
execution processes, by making use of performance information;
To introduce institutional coordination arrangements, in order to better align supply
and demand of M&E information;
To focus performance information on variables of interest to the President,
decision-makers, and the general public, and to encourage use of this information
through different dissemination mechanisms; and
To develop evaluation capacities and the availability of evaluators in the country, so
that the quality, results, and impact of programs and expenditures can be measured
at reasonable cost.

By customizing the system to the decentralized architecture of the state, as well as to the
political and technical goals of the new government PRAP, the reform introduced a
fundamental change in SINERGIA’S strategy. As a complement, from 2003 to 2006, with
support from national and international stakeholders,28 SINERGIA/DEPP organized
high-level international conferences each year as well as seminars, workshops, and training
courses. These events had a major impact on the national debate about the role evaluation
26

Estimates are based on appropriations for the central government by the General National Budget
Directorate.
27
See CONPES 3294 of 2004.
28
Namely, the Ministry of Finance, Central Bank, World Bank, International Monetary Fund, and InterAmerican Development Bank.
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should play in public finances, increased the awareness and M&E capacities of selected
trained public officials, and helped to showcase advances in results-based management
reform. This level of interest helped to establish SINERGIA/DEPP as a leading
organization in the debate on performance-based management and budgeting in the
country.29 The forums generated a new national and international perception of
SINERGIA’s relevance. This perception even improved in many respects in the following
years, and has made it much easier for the system to continue executing reform strategies.

2. Architecture and Main Tools of the M&E System
The aim of the M&E system was defined conceptually right from the start in 1991 and
has remained fundamentally unchanged, even after the 2002 reform. What the reform did
modify were the operating arrangements, the outreach of the system’s components, and
the set of M&E methodologies seeking to bring the system into line with the new
institutional context in Colombia.
2.1. Institutional Base and Operating Arrangements
As previously mentioned, in its first stage SINERGIA did not significantly affect
government decision-making processes; neither was it an effective accountability
mechanism. Assessment of the system, carried out in 2002, showed that these aspects
were closely linked to lack of coordination between SINERGIA and different political
levels (the President, Congress, and general public). The institutional placement of
SINERGIA within the Department of National Planning, rather than in the MoF, also
played a role in limiting progress toward a systematic evaluation of spending through a
results-based budgeting approach.
New operational arrangements were introduced to improve coordination. These included
the Council of Ministers and the CONPES, as high-level decision-making bodies, as well
as the President’s Senior Adviser in a political supervisory role of the whole-ofgovernment’s performance (figure 2). In addition, an Inter-Sectoral Committee for
Evaluation and Management for Results was established. It consisted of the national
planning and budget authorities, and representatives from the President’s Office, the
ministries, and agencies of the key programs to be evaluated. The committee was to be
the principal inter-ministerial/agency coordination mechanism in the central government
for ensuring integration and alignment among planning, budgeting, and evaluation
functions. It was also an instrument for promoting all activity related to strengthening the
results focus in government. The MoF’s Budget Directorate assumed an active role on the
evaluation committee, while the Department of National Planning (specifically the DEPP)
assumed the Technical Secretariat.30 The secretariat DEPP became the support unit for
the President’s Office to carry out periodic performance management controls with
ministers and agency directors. Finally, Congress, control agencies, and civil society
organizations were explicitly identified as the key external users of the system’s
performance information.

29

From 2003 to 2006, SINERGIA organized an international seminar on the subject at least once a year,
thereby guaranteeing continuity and an interest in expenditure evaluation issues, both within and outside
government.
30
See CONPES 3294 of 2004.
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Figure 2. SINERGIA Institutional Framework
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2.2. M&E Components: Results-Based Monitoring
The instrumental and methodological changes introduced in the second stage of SINERGIA
(2002–2006) sought to provide answers for different problems, although they were not
necessarily successful in all cases. The starting point was the change from a self-evaluation
approach to one of external evaluations, performed or contracted out by
SINERGIA/DEPP. To this was added the explicit differentiation, both conceptually and
operationally, of monitoring, evaluation, and accountability activities. This differentiation
gave rise to the current components of the system.
Each of these components, with different but strictly complementary mechanisms,
required its own methodologies. But the conceptual differentiation was also carried out
with a view to establishing a common language among the different stakeholders in the
M&E system, thereby progressing toward institutionalization of M&E tools and
functions. The actions taken and the problems of defining new instruments in each of
these components are discussed below.
2.2.1. Government Results Information System (SIGOB)
SINERGIA implemented a technological tool in 1996 for automating and simplifying the
consolidation, administration, analysis, and reporting of results data. By 2002, this
information software was obsolete because it required the manual loading of files
submitted to DEPP, and it could not communicate with other systems. Information
updates were therefore not regular, data did not cover all central government agencies,
and consolidation was a major operational burden on Evaluation Directorate staff and
system agencies.
The 2002 change in government and the President’s new results information requirements
demanded that the existing tool be updated quickly. Because contracting for a new
10

technological platform would take several months—in addition to the time it would
actually take to develop a new system—the government asked the United Nations
Development Programme to donate their existing software known as the Government
Results Information System (SIGOB).
In its original version, SIGOB was a presidential goals scorecard, with most of the
indicators associated with operational activities (meetings, tendering processes,
communications, etc.). It had rigid information functions and a number of fixed rules for
loading and consulting information. Accordingly, SINERGIA/DEPP had to define
technical content that agreed with the higher-level strategic objectives of DNP, in order to
ensure that quality and relevant performance data were produced. The DEPP team
defined a new SIGOB information content, taking into consideration all of the President’s
information needs, the general public and Congress’ accountability requirements, and
relevant policy and budgetary decision-making information. Based on such DEPP
definitions, information technology experts were hired to bring SIGOB technology into
line with SINERGIA requirements.
In practice, the modified SIGOB became an inter-institutional coordination mechanism,
which made it necessary to define clear roles and responsibilities among the DNP, the
President’s Office, ministries, and agencies. Once this step was completed, line ministries
and agencies were given access to SIGOB to enter their goals and indicators. Such
information is supplied along with the respective investment budget. In addition, a
manager—whose name is made public through the website—is assigned to each goal in
order to strengthen accountability for the information reported. Based on these records,
the DEPP team controls and validates information quality. A team of sector experts is
responsible for maintaining dialogue with agencies as well as the goal managers in charge
of loading information onto the system. The results-monitoring function thus began to
operate as an integrated, online system, which included quality parameters and
increasingly up-to-date data.
By the end of 2005, the SIGOB database had become one of the main sources of
information for the government. The ability to determine trends in results and to have an
up-to-date indicator database led to growing demands from ministries and other entities,
but especially from the President’s Office, DNP, and the MoF. The statistics from the
SIGOB database are used heavily by the President’s Office in press releases and reports to
Congress, in development plan evaluations and reports by the DNP, in Sector Ministers’
meetings and reports, and in MoF budget documents submitted to Congress. Despite all
of these improvements, the availability, timeliness, access, and quality of information still
remains a challenge for SIGOB because no regular external data audits are done and
problems of differing variables and sources still limit complete reliability.
2.2.2. Defining and Simplifying Goals and Indicators
Contrary to what is generally thought, it is no easy matter to draw up goals and indicators.
Techniques and a methodology are required, as well as clearly defined uses of the
information. Prior to 2002, low relevance (mainly concentrated on the operational side)
and too many indicators in a large number of sectors and entities had resulted in a vicious
circle of bad quality (little relevance) and little usage of performance information. In order
to deal with these problems, a standardized method was defined for all sectors in 2002.
The aim was to strengthen the results orientation, and the method was based fundamentally
on three premises: (i) focusing system indicators and goals on strategic DNP objectives,
particularly stressing their relevance to the President, to citizens, and to decision-makers; (ii)
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agreeing on the definition of indicators, goals, and baselines directly with those who are
responsible for the programs, and assigning each goal or group of goals, depending on their
importance, to a manager; and (iii) bringing ministers, managers, and the President’s Office
into the policy goals discussion and approval process. An overview of key steps for defining
and monitoring indicators is provided in box 1.
Box 1. Using Performance Indicators and Monitoring Information
Step 1. Definition and selection of indicators
 A proposal is drawn up by DEPP staff and by sector/agency planning and budgeting offices.
 The proposal is submitted to ministers and agency directors.
Step 2. Discussion and validation
 Discussion and agreements are undertaken at individual meetings with ministers and directors.
 Relevance of the respective goals and indicators is assessed, taking into consideration:
(a) Funds allocated in the previous years, and actual performance (baseline);
(b) Current allocations;
(c) Technical and institutional capacities for reaching the goals;
(d) Agencies’ control over result variables; and
(e) Potential restrictions to performance.
 Agreed NDP indicators and goals are presented to the President at a Council of Ministers for approval.
Step 3. Disclosure:
 Publication of National Development Plan goals and Indicators booklet.
 Submission to Congress, universities, and the media for strengthening public commitment.
 Indicators loaded onto SIGOB website with names of the goal managers responsible for reporting.
Step 4. Monitoring
 Goal managers record progress information, directly pointing out the factors determining performance.
 Public explanation provided for shortfalls in performance (town hall meetings and ministry councils).
 DEPP staff monitor indicators for identifying obstacles, interacting daily with programs responsible staff.
 The President holds periodic individual management controls with ministers and managers.
Step 5. Reporting
 DEPP draws up progress reports every three months, selective monthly electronic reports and the President’s
annual accountability report to Congress.

Establishing indicators of interest to the President and that reflected tangible government
results produced a number of effects, at least in the following respects.








The President, his more immediate advisers, and the different ministries became more
active users of the system's results information, given its usefulness for official press
releases and presidential speeches.
Because there was an increasing demand for, and disclosure of, this information from
the President, ministers and their officials at managerial and technical levels also began
to demand it, so they could interact with their superiors.
The NDP became an important focal point in discussions throughout the
administration’s period in office (four years), and budget officials began to take results
information into account and to be interested in better integration between the
development plan and the annual budget. The President directly asked the Budget
Director to take government goals into account when establishing the allocation of
funds. (Prior to 2002, attention to the NDP occurred mainly during administration’s
first year in office when it was discussed and approved by Congress. After the first
year, it lost attention in government discussions, to the extent that many officials and
analysts started to question its managerial utility.)
Those responsible for drawing up indicators learned by doing the job and by working
directly with the SINERGIA team; this in itself was a process for transferring skills.
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Working jointly with the agencies and programs in defining performance indicators
provided SINERGIA an additional mechanism for quality assurance.
Assigning each goal to a manager, whose name was made public through the SIGOB
website, meant that the quality of the information reported could be investigated more
easily and incentives were established for reporting more accurate data.31
The process of defining goals and indicators was made uniform under a single
methodology, and common technical criteria were established for all ministries and
agencies.
The government's annual and four-year goals were to be discussed by the Council of
Ministers and the President.

Another central aim of the new methodology for establishing goals was to reduce the
number of indicators. As mentioned earlier, in August 2002, SINERGIA had 946
indicators, the majority of which had been determined on the basis of operational
objectives (activities and inputs) rather than the expected outputs, outcomes, and impacts
of the main programs.32 The problems in analyzing such a large number of variables made
it difficult to establish monitoring priorities or to direct sector activities, thus making the
system a less credible managerial tool. Furthermore, available information was incomplete.
The number of indicators was therefore cut to fewer than 300, and the focus was placed
on measuring outputs (61 percent), outcomes (27 percent), and impacts (12 percent). The
process was carried out in a standardized way for all sectors and entities.33
The number of indicators was still large but, because they covered 19 central government
sectors and all priority NDP programs, the database was more manageable and relevant
for the system’s M&E functions. As a result of this thinning-out process, results
monitoring became easier for DEPP, as did the writing and dissemination of reports.
Procedures for a simplified base of indicators were formalized in a methodology manual,
which also set out common rules relating to minimum frequency and steps for updating
information for performance monitoring purposes. Restrictions were also established on
amending goals. All of this was done with a view toward establishing clear, sustainable
rules relating to the formulation, administration, and use of performance indicators.
2.2.3. Management Controls with the President
Clearly, one of the most powerful mechanisms for developing and consolidating the
second stage of the M&E system has been the periodic progress review meetings held by
the President with his ministers. These meetings are also attended by the deputy
ministers, who are sometimes supported by their technical managers. SINERGIA/DEPP
staff participates in all meetings and provide technical assistance.
These results review meetings are very collegial and informal, which is reflective of the
current President’s personal results-oriented style. There is therefore some risk that the
current arrangement will not continue when a new administration comes into office.
However, the value of the progress review meetings has extended beyond the central
government—many regional and local governors are already using similar mechanisms in
their own administrations.34
31

Various instances of inaccurate information led to penalties, public warnings, and even dismissals of
personnel. This got an important message across to others in charge about the seriousness of the exercise.
32
Fernández and González 2006.
33
Ibid.
34
Specific cases of this are the cities of Pasto and Medellín, but many other towns and provinces have
developed their own versions of this mechanism.
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2.2.4. Linking Results to Funding
Starting in mid-2003, an effort was made to link information on actual government
spending with NDP objectives, policies, and programs goals, mainly for accountability
purposes. This approach—sometimes referred to as “presentational” performance
budgeting—was introduced through the preparation of a Results-Based Investment
Budget (PIPR) document.35 This document was meant to inform the general public and
the government on the connection between goals and expenditures, thus making the
budget more transparent. The PIPR showed the breakdown of the results obtained,
compared against the previous year's budget, thus providing an idea of the minimum
investment requirements needed to achieve equal or better results in subsequent years. It
was also hoped that the effort would lead to more informed discussions in Congress.
The first PIPR exercise was carried out in 2003, and was used exclusively for loading
budget information onto SIGOB. But the second exercise was presented to the Council
of Ministers in October 2004, as part of the discussion process for the proposed 2005
budget to be submitted to Congress. PIPR was also meant to help reduce demands for
additional budget allocations by those sectors that had underperformed in reaching their
goals, but it also showed the level of funding needed if goals were to be increased in
subsequent years.
The initial intention of SINERGIA/DEPP was to include the PIPR in the budget
proposal to Congress, but the Budget Directorate at the MoF objected, arguing that doing
so could create pressure on the government, by Congress, to spend more. Instead it was
presented as an attachment to the budget document, after the budget was actually
approved by Congress.
The PIPR exercise had, in fact, a more structural but lesser-known effect. At the time,
discussions were being held—as part of the State Renewal Program—on reforming the
Budget Statute, and the PIPR’s launch paved the way for including results-based
evaluation practices during the budget preparation process into the budget law. The
MoF’s Budget Directorate asked SINERGIA/DEPP to prepare a chapter for the new law
on evaluating expenditure, which would be included in the proposal that was to be
submitted to Congress. DEPP produced an ambitious chapter, which was significantly
shortened by budget officials. A number of essential aspects nonetheless remained.
The reform bill was again rejected by Congress, and the government had to accept a lesser
reform. Decree 4730 was enacted in 2005, and for the first time in Colombia's budget
history, it included four articles central to moving toward a results orientation in public
expenditure, specifically, the





35

Introduction of results-based M&E activities as regular practices in the budget cycle
(Article 5);
Inclusion of a program classification of budgets as a new economic classification
category for expenditures (Article 8);
Use of impact evaluation findings under the standards set out by the DNP as a key
input of the budget programming process (Article 9); and
Institutionalization of the annual evaluations agenda that SINERGIA had established
in CONPES 3294 of 2004 in the form of budget legislation (Article 34).

See Curristine 2006.
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Based on the above, a new results-based monitoring and evaluation framework for
budgeted resources was built around five stages: setting plans; defining indicators and
goals; linking plans and budgets to results; monitoring and evaluating results; and
presentational PIPR (figure 3).
Figure 3. Results-Based Monitoring Phases and Involved Agents
1

National Development Plan: objectives,
strategies, and programs. Results-based

2

Set up of indicators, goals, and
baselines.

3

Integration of budgetary allocations to set
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4

Physical and financial monitoring.
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DNP - Agencies

5

Results-based Investment Budget and
other Accountability Reports

MoF, DNP

DNP
Agencies
Civil Society
Presidency – DNP
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2.3. M&E Components: Results-Based Evaluations
As discussed earlier, very few ex-post program evaluations were done during
SINERGIA’s first stage of implementation. Evaluations that were carried out were more
in the realm of pilot experiences than an evaluation model, as such. Evaluations of the
whole NDP are a category apart, because they follow a specific rapid methodology set up
by SINERGIA, based on monitoring information. There was therefore a significant
imbalance in the M&E system during the first stage, when it was skewed toward
monitoring activities and, to a large extent, away from in-depth evaluations.
SINERGIA had moved away from its mission: to operate as an evaluation system with
coordinated, balanced M&E functions and methodologies. It needed to have a number of
complementary tools to rely on, to meet specific knowledge demands about the results of
policies and public spending. In addition to monitoring government policies, SINERGIA
had to undertake or promote program-centered evaluations on a larger scale, and these
needed to be strategic and conducted by external experts, to ensure independent and thus
credible analyses.
Taking all of these needs into account, and adhering to the most widely accepted
methodologies, SINERGIA introduced new evaluation concepts and minimum standards
between 2002 and 2006. Four new methods were added to the two types of evaluations
that were already in use36 (table 1). Even with these new changes, the number of
evaluations, though increasing, could still be considered low. This is especially so when
one considers the total number of national programs, the proportion of the investment
36

See CONPES 3294 of 2004 for a wider description of such concepts and methods.
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budget subject to evaluation, and, especially, the actual use of findings for policy-making
or budgeting purposes (see annex 2).
Table 1. Evaluation Methodologies of SINERGIA
Type of Evaluation

Measurement Object and Characteristics

Initial 1994–2001
Operational or Process
Results

Analysis of activities, goals, administrative processes; use of necessary
resources for achieving the proposed objectives.
Appraisal of whether the objectives of the National Development Plan
have been achieved in terms of products and outcome indicators.

Additional 2002–2006
Impact
Cost - Benefit
Productivity
Executive

Causality analysis to determine effects of a program on beneficiaries
(expected or unexpected, direct or indirect).
Comparison of social and economic variables to establish monetary
values of whether, and to what extent, benefits are greater than costs.
Assessment of inputs and outcomes to identify the extent to which
institutional redesign changes the productivity of an agency.
Standardized, rapid (3-month) analysis of design, operational,
institutional, and financial structure and M&E information.

Source: SINERGIA.

Operational arrangements for conducting evaluations were also introduced, primarily: (i)
appointing a group of professionals at DEPP to conduct technically designed evaluations,
thereby assuring quality standards; (ii) having a plan for contracting out evaluations that
would ensure independent analysis while stimulating the development of evaluation skills;
and (iii) putting in place an institutional mechanism for evaluation, to provide feedback
for decision-making processes.
Relevant background for these arrangements existed in Colombia in the impact evaluation
plan of the Social Safety Network (RAS),37 which was established in 1999 by the DNP.38
This was, nonetheless, an ad-hoc impact evaluation scheme, which was set up in parallel
with the existing SINERGIA/DEPP, and had little participation by relevant sector
ministries. Another major reference was international experience, particularly in evaluating
the impact of conditional cash-transfers programs in Mexico and Brazil.
Following the evaluation experience of cash transfer programs in the above countries, the
DNP had formed an impact evaluation team for drawing up and coordinating the
evaluation of the newly introduced RAS. The SINERGIA reform in 2002 meant there
was a need to combine the DNP teams responsible for coordinating national evaluation
activities and the RAS impact evaluations. The latter’s technical team was therefore
transferred to the DEPP and efforts were made to extend evaluation activities to other
programs with this newly combined scheme.

37

Red de Apoyo Social.
RAS was the first social protection network initiative in Colombia to be implemented with a view toward
counteracting the effects of the 1999 economic crisis on the poorest populations. It was made up of three
programs: "Empleo en Acción," which sought to provide the poorest people with temporary jobs, "Familias
en Action," which set out monetary subsidies to improve nutrition and school attendance, and "Jóvenes en
Acción," which aimed to improve job market access for the unemployed. RAS was partially funded through
loans from the World Bank and Inter-American Development Bank.

38
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The RAS team at DNP contracted out evaluations to ensure they were conducted
impartially, and SINERGIA adopted this approach so that the findings and
recommendations would be independent and credible. External evaluators—from
prestigious national and international universities and firms—were selected based on their
expertise and proposed evaluation methodologies; the estimated cost of the proposed
evaluation was of secondary importance in the selection process.
Another important practice SINERGIA instituted was to separate the functions of
executing the programs from the contracting and supervision of evaluation activities. This
practice brought several benefits: it allowed SINERGIA/DEPP to play an intermediary
technical role between the programs and the evaluators, relieved the programs from
additional operational burdens that evaluation on a permanent basis implies, and gave
evaluators a full guarantee that programs would not exert any influence on their
judgement when they conducted their evaluations. It also allowed a team of professionals
with knowledge of and exclusive responsibility for evaluation to interact with the
evaluators, while giving evaluation the priority it deserved. Programs are usually
embedded and overly burdened with implementation activities; evaluation thus does not
receive priority.
Apart from the greater independence made possible by this external selection and
contracting arrangement, SINERGIA also found a way to improve the development of
evaluation capacities in the country. Contract arrangements involving joint efforts and
alliances between highly qualified international evaluators and national research centers,
firms, or universities were given higher scores in the procurement process. Knowledgeand technology-transfer processes were thus established, and in less than three years there
were already Colombian firms capable of carrying out top-quality evaluations on their
own. The cost of doing impact evaluations in the country also fell because local evaluators
are typically less expensive than international ones, which additionally made it possible to
perform more evaluations.
Finally, in order to ensure that evaluation results could influence policy and budget
decisions, DEPP created an Inter-Sector Evaluation Committee. This committee was
initially made up exclusively of technical units from the DNP, but it soon became
apparent that this was too limiting. In the 2002 reform, the DNP Director General
extended the committee’s membership to include the MoF, the ministries responsible for
the programs, and the President’s Office.
A direct channel to different highest-level policy decision-making bodies in government
was established through this route while evaluation supply and demand were brought into
line by matching the performance information needs of budget, planning, and sector
officials with available or possible performance evaluations. Together with the discussion
and analysis of findings from evaluations, this committee had the task of defining an
annual evaluation agenda, which would include programs to be evaluated with the various
methods defined by SINERGIA.
An important indication of the extent of change the reform had on evaluation activities is
the increase in the percentage of the nation's investment budget subject to some kind of
evaluation: from 4.1 percent in 2002, to 23.4 percent in 2006. The individual number of
evaluations carried out under the system also rose, from 3 between 1996 and 2002, to 23
between 2002 and 2008, Sixty-five percent of these (15) were impact evaluations, and 35
percent (8) were other types (see annex 2). The costs of these evaluations ranged from
US$25,000 to US$1.5 million, depending on the type of evaluation and on the availability
of performance information.
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2.4. M&E Components: Results Dissemination and Accountability
As a supplement to the M&E functions, a third component was built into the 2002
reform, with a view to institutionalizing dissemination channels and accountability
methods. This component sought to ensure that the general public could access
performance information; and it was hoped that this would put pressure on data providers
to ensure information accuracy. Four instruments have been implemented in this field,
which were either directly developed by the system or implemented by the government,
acting on the President’s instructions. These instruments played a major role in the second
stage of the M&E system.
2.4.1. Annual Report by the President to Congress
Prior to 2002, annual President’s reports to Congress were a mere formality. They were a
compilation of unrelated documents that had been submitted by the different ministries
to the President’s Office before being sent on to Congress every July. The DNP,
following the President’s guidelines, set out to restore the value of accountability to
Congress and to give this function greater importance within the government. The
understanding was that accountability would contribute toward improving governance
and transparency while promoting good practices in strengthening political controls.
Right from the start of the SINERGIA reform, DEPP identified the annual report to
Congress as one of the system's central products, and began to redesign it. The re-design
sought to show:








Linkages between election proposals and government goals, as set out in the NDP;
Sequential assessments of the state of the country, starting with a review of the past,
moving on to the current state of the country, and concluding with where the country
is headed, in terms of prospects and goals;
Review of both achievements and setbacks;
Reader-friendly presentations, using simple language, together with as many graphic
elements as possible to illustrate sequences;
A short document accompanied by an executive summary or overview; and
Consistent information and widespread dissemination.

Since the first version of the report was published in July 2003, it has been eagerly awaited
each year.39 The media disseminates sections of the content, especially administrative
flaws, but several opinion journalists have been generally more evenly balanced. The
President's communications office disseminates the content widely, as part of its official
communications strategy. Consistent use of the information and a planned dissemination
strategy by the system’s DEPP technical team significantly contributed to its wide
circulation. The user-friendly presentations and simplicity of the data and results are
important in effectively conveying the information, not just to officials but to the general
public as well. Elected officials even use excerpts from SINERGIA’s annual reports in
their own public speeches.

39

The reports started in 2003 and are available electronically at:

http://www.dnp.gov.co/PortalWeb/PND/InformealCongresodelaRep%C3%BAblica/tabid/210/Default.aspx.
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2.4.2. Quarterly Reports and Monthly Online Performance Information
Quarterly reports and electronically delivered monthly reports are a further innovation in
disseminating information. The quarterly reports seek to make information available more
quickly, so that feedback from specialized stakeholders, such as universities, research
centers, or government technical staff interested in evaluation can be gathered. The
monthly reports, meanwhile, seek to examine specific issues relating to government
performance.
Both types of reports also reflect a growing efficiency in the processing, administration,
and consolidation of information owing to SIGOB, which has become a powerful
information source with the largest consolidation of performance data on government
policies and programs. Today, SIGOB is an efficient online accountability and
information dissemination tool. It provides information in real time because as soon as
administrative records or statistical information on performance indicators are produced,
they are automatically loaded onto the system.
An attempt was also made to broadcast radio programs on community stations in
different parts of the country, to disseminate the most important national programs
results to target audiences as well as to foster a discussion network. There were two series
of these programs—one on social programs and the other on performance in the field of
national security—both were delivered in clear and simple language that the general public
could understand. The programs eventually ended because the DEPP resources needed to
continue them were not available.
2.4.3. Town Hall Meetings and Accountability Councils of Ministers
Two additional initiatives, outside the context of the reform but which have both
benefited from and contributed to it, are the government’s bi-weekly town hall meetings
and the annual Accountability Councils of Ministers. The town hall meetings are a public
control and accountability mechanism, which promotes interaction among national
government, regional authorities, and the general public. Subjects of interest to each
region are discussed at the meetings, and accountability is checked in terms of progress
made on national government programs in the regions (see box 2).
The Accountability Councils of Ministers, meanwhile, are held each year and are also led by
the President. At these sessions, each minister presents his ministry's results to the country
in a televised program and answers questions from the public. The televised councils are
arranged by the President’s Office, and SINERGIA/DEPP provides the necessary
technical support for ensuring that the results information presented to the country is
accurate and internally consistent. Neither the televised councils nor the town hall meetings
set out to promote SINERGIA reforms, but they have clearly played a key role in
reinforcing the results-based management reforms that SINERGIA started in 2002.
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Box 2. Town Hall Meetings
The town hall meetings have become a method for reinforcing Colombia’s results orientation at the regional and
local levels. The town hall meetings have been described as a national program to create national-local interaction
and dialogue, focused on specific government issues of interest to the regions.
Since August 2002, more than 203 town hall meetings have been held in different municipalities. They follow a
results-based management methodology, which allows the national and local governments—ministers, governors,
mayors, and agency managers—to set up commitments with the communities in the presence of the President.
Commitments should be about priority social problems and be in line with the national and regional development
plans. However, they cannot require budget resources other than what has already been approved in the annual
budget by Congress. Therefore, commitments are mainly on solving operational problems and obstacles that limit
the achievement of key goals for the regions as much as for the country.
The general guidelines for the town hall meetings are set up in the NDP to increase transparency and efficiency,
based on the following objectives:
• Promoting citizen participation and public control through dialogue and direct interaction with national and local
officials;
• Stimulating permanent and effective accountability processes of the governments to the general public;
• Stipulating coordination between different levels of government and public agencies, with the aim of increasing
the government’s effectiveness; and
• Increasing transparency and citizen’s confidence in public management.
The town hall meetings take place in capital cities or key locations in the regions. The agenda is prepared ahead
of the meetings by the President’s Office, based on requests from regional or local governments. Most of the
discussions follow the guidelines set out in the NDP’s policies on education, social protection, security, etc. The
mayors of the municipalities play a fundamental role in the town hall meetings.

Monitoring of Town Hall Commitments and Completion of
Tasks
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Source: Presidencia de la República – SIGOB, 2008 data.

2.4.4. Alliance with Civil Society Organizations
Efforts made by SINERGIA to forge alliances with civil society organizations for
stimulating demand of performance information are worth emphasizing. The aim was to
ensure that these alliances became a mechanism for comparing and validating the results
information produced by SINERGIA, as well as to provide an independent assessment of
performance data and a channel through which to inform the general public about how
government results came about. This is not a simple task, and it generated a series of
difficulties for SINERGIA.
Based on the experience of the successful Bogotá,Como Vamos? program40—an
accountability and people's control initiative promoted by the private sector in the
40

Bogotá Como Vamos? (Bogotá, How Are We Doing?) monitors changes in people’s quality of life,
emphasizing compliance by the district administration to the National Development Plan. The project is an
alliance between El Tiempo (the main national newspaper), the Corona Foundation, and the Chamber of
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country's capital—SINERGIA suggested to the leaders of this program that a similar
initiative should be launched at the national level. One of the key aims of this initiative
was to stimulate demand for performance information from different sources, including
SINERGIA’s monitoring and evaluations.
After a process lasting nearly two years, which involved significant work and technical
agreements, the civil society representatives in the alliance decided to step down from their
positions because they wanted to maintain an appearance of neutrality in the upcoming
2006 government elections, and the project fell apart as a result. A similar effort to exert
public control on government results, and thus strengthening accountability, was made a
year later by mobilizing the Colombia Lider initiative. This initiative was promoted by the
business community, think tanks, and the media, and got under way in 2007.41 However, it
remains to be seen whether it will accomplish its stated aim.

3. Success Factors and Obstacles
A number of success factors as well as obstacles can be identified from the above
discussion.
3.1. Role of the Department of National Planning as System Leader
The DNP has been a champion in the development of evaluation in Colombia. The
expertise of its staff has enabled it to produce M&E methods and instruments that are
technically reliable. Similarly, its policymaking coordination role through CONPES, and
the role it plays in preparing the government’s investment budget, means that it can
influence and help reduce resistance toward getting M&E practices incorporated into a
whole-of-government system.
The DNP advises the President and CONPES in determining what programs and funds
to approve. It is involved in establishing macroeconomic policy and, together with the
MoF, promotes fiscal stability. But unlike the MoF, which is concerned mainly with a
balanced budget, DNP defends the investments needed to achieve each of the
government's development goals. As far as the President is concerned, therefore, DNP is
an effective counterweight to the MoF’s power. For the sector ministries, DNP is
sometimes a source of technical assistance and, at other times, a regulator when they stray
from the planning and M&E frameworks.42
Having SINERGIA based in DNP has both advantages and disadvantages. The principal
advantage is that it allows DNP technical units to consult and work reliably and easily
with the ministries on drawing up investment programs. It therefore simplifies the task of
integrating M&E into the national planning framework because it is easier to coordinate
the definition of goals and indicators with ministries, as well as to carry out evaluations.
The authority of the DNP, likewise, simplifies the task of giving advice on methodologies,
best practices, and the development of evaluation instruments and capacities.
Furthermore, apart from the President’s Office, DNP is the only central agency that is
Commerce. The monitoring is done in terms of access to quality goods and services, and takes public
perceptions into account. See www.bogotacomovamos.org.
41
Colombia Lider (Colombia Leads) is a private initiative for monitoring and evaluating state results and
government policies. It involves Semana Publications, the Colombian Banks Association (Asobancaria), the
Antonio Restrepo Barco Foundation, the think tank Fedesarrollo, the United Nations Development
Program, and the RCN radio and television channels. See www.colombialider.org.
42
This feature of Colombian institutions explains why a common opinion heard in certain technocratic
circles is that without DNP, the President would be extremely dependent on the Minister of Finance’s will.
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interested in evaluating the government's overall results. Each ministry concentrates on its
own sector and the MoF, which could perform this task, has neither the specific technical
skills nor the interest and competencies in evaluation and sector policies.
Placing responsibility for the national M&E System within DNP nevertheless brings with
it certain disadvantages too, particularly, in terms of relations with ministries. Apart from
what has already been said with respect to the MoF, the relationship with the sector
ministries is, at best, contradictory. DNP is seen as an ally when it defends investment and
provides technical assistance. However, when it points out problems with implementation
and misalignment with the plans, it is viewed with mistrust. In recent years, as the
ministries have acquired greater technical capabilities, it has to be acknowledged that this
mistrust has grown. Regarding evaluation, however, the technical support provided by
DNP is viewed as a net value added that no other entity is able to provide, at least until
the sectors develop their own capacity in this area.
3.2. Constitutional and Legal Support
The institutionalization of an M&E system is clearly a process that involves a cultural
change as well as the development of capacities in the public sector. This takes time, and
depends: (i) on the institutional and incentives framework on which it is based, and (ii) on
the extent to which its products are used effectively. Experience has, in fact, shown that
getting an M&E system incorporated in a sustainable manner throughout a government
can take more than a decade.43
In the case of SINERGIA, constitutional and legal support for the system has been an
important institutional factor in its success, for at least two reasons. First, there is a
regulatory tradition in Colombia that prioritizes what is established in the legal framework,
in order to ensure continuity from one administration to the next. Second, each
administration’s period in office is short (four years) and this—together with a tradition of
high turnover, especially in the highest-level nominated positions—hinders evaluation
institutionalization processes.44 SINERGIA’s incorporation into Colombia’s Constitution
and laws has thus allowed the system to survive during times when support was low or
there was lack of interest in M&E activities.45 Viewed another way, the legal mechanisms
that exist have made it easier at critical times for SINERGIA to foster or maintain M&E
practices in the government.
There are nevertheless a number of disadvantages in the existing legal framework. In
particular, the fact that it is linked exclusively to the planning system means that
SINERGIA has no strong regulatory support for enforcing evaluation of the operating
components of expenditure—these comprise 60 percent of the national budget and is the
responsibility of the MoF. Although the latest amendment to the Budget Statute brought
major progress in this area, procedural and regulatory interpretation problems remain the
principal difficulty for integrating evaluation into the budget cycle.
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This point is illustrated well by what happened in Australia, New Zealand, and Chile. See Mackay 1999
and 2007.
44
The ability to re-elect a President was introduced in 2006, making this aspect potentially less important in
the future.
45
Special approval procedures must be followed in Congress in order to change the Constitution or a
Statutory Law.
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3.3. Role of the President’s Office
Measuring a government’s performance is fundamentally political. The sitting President is
accountable to voters and to Congress for the proposals made in election campaigns; and
depending on how closely this principle is adhered to, Presidents will require information
to measure government actions and to report to the general public on progress under
their administrations.
Since 2002, the President’s Office has played a central role in the SINERGIA’s
institutionalization process, and is one of the main factors contributing to the system’s
success. The President periodically meets with ministers and directors to carry out highlevel oversight of their performance, based on information from SINERGIA and the
ministries, among other sources. Such high-level validation of the performance
information helps to increase its use in government decision-making processes, and
simplifies coordination at the technical level. In the words of President Uribe:
“…spending ministries can use information from evaluations, basically, to administer
its programs, to distribute their resources, to extend the programs, or to inform the
development of their policies. However, if we ask ourselves what are the success
factors in strengthening performance information in the country, the answer is a strong
leadership and a firm will that is pressing the programs to obtain results, that is also
pressing for good quality performance measurements, and for all government services
to have performance indicators. The political pressure to improve performance is a
factor of success.”46

The active role of the President’s Office brings SINERGIA both advantages and
disadvantages. The advantages are that the M&E information it produces is used
automatically by all government entities for managerial and accountability purposes.
Reports to Congress, press releases, periodic reports, administrative controls, councils of
ministers, and town hall meetings all extensively use data provided by the system. The
disadvantages stem from mistrust in some sectors, and the fact that the President’s Office
is indirectly involved with evaluations when, in the opinions of many people, it has an
obvious political interest in defending the government programs. The credibility of M&E
information has been questioned on several occasions in public debates and in the media.
It has also been suggested by critics that the government selectively presents the
performance information. Even though there is no evidence to support such a charge, it
can damage trust in the system and impede the system’s full institutionalization.
SINERGIA thus faces a dilemma. On the one hand, having the support of the President’s
Office has resulted in a real overall strengthening of the system, in the content and quality
of the performance information, and particularly in its utilization by different sectors and
audiences. On the other hand, such support also makes the system appear less
independent, and M&E products could accordingly be trusted less.
3.4. Financing Strategy and Staffing
From the start, SINERGIA has financed its activities with donor grant and loan funding,
for two principal reasons: (i) because fiscal restrictions limited the chances of getting
government funds for M&E activities, especially at the beginning, and (ii) because it has
been clear to the government that this modality provides access to a continuous flow of
international technical assistance, which has been a key element in the development of the
46

President Alvaro Uribe’s opening remarks in the International Seminar on Fiscal Transparency; DNPSINERGIA, February, 2006.
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M&E system. Approximately US$2.2 million were invested between 1996 and 2001, an
annual average of US$360,000 during the first stage.47
Initial funding was devoted toward meeting the system’s design activities, improvements
in methodology and information, implementation of pilot evaluations, training,
publications, and payroll for DEPP professional staff. Allocations from the National
Budget, about 27 percent, were only for equipment, operations facilities, and a small
number of the DEPP staff (approximately 19 percent of the total staff needed).
Due to the limited financing, the scale of evaluation activities did not extend beyond a
small number of pilot initiatives.48 Moreover, DEPP’s monitoring and evaluation team
consisted mainly of consultants, with an extremely high turnover rate. A high attrition rate
made it difficult to retain the skills sets developed and to keep a systematic record of
progress made by the system. Staff salaries, when they are funded by loans and grants, are
unstable from year to year. This situation is one of the main obstacles to the sustainability
of SINERGIA activities.
Despite various attempts to install a permanent technical staff, the problem still remains
unresolved today. Though many analysts may see this problem as suggesting a rather weak
commitment by DNP’s top management to SINERGIA, it is fair to say that the creation
of positions in the Colombian civil service has always been quite a cumbersome procedure
and politically difficult to justify, particularly in times of fiscal constraint.
Since the 2002 reform, the system has required a considerable increase in funding. In
particular, more financing was needed to scale up M&E activities and to increase the
number of qualified staff in advanced evaluation techniques. An additional finance
component was included in a second phase of the Financial Management Modernization
Program (PMAFP II) 49 funded by the World Bank. The sum allocated (US$1.5 million)
was, however, insufficient to cover the cost of all the proposed M&E activities. The
DEPP thus set into motion a financing strategy that had two objectives: (i) to make use of
available funds and installed capacity as matching funds to bring in other sources of
financing for SINERGIA activities, and (ii) to seek approval for recruiting 18 of the
current system’s consultants as permanent DEPP staff.
In the first of these objectives, the system was extremely successful. More than US$13
million were raised and spent between 2002 and 2006, all coming from donor grants,
loans, and government matching funds. During this period, the system’s budget grew to
an average of US$2.6 million per year—more than 7 times the annual amount that was
spent during its first stage. However, it must be noted that the government’s direct
funding remained at 26 percent, a level that is still too low to ensure sustainability of the
system if international funds were to divest (figure 4).50
47

Public Financial Management Modernization Program (PFAM I). World Bank.
It should be stressed that some agencies—especially in the education, social protection, and infrastructure
sectors—financed other evaluations during the same period but these were undertaken outside the system.
49
Programa de Modernizacion de la Administracion Financiera Publica.
50
At the international level, financial support and support-in-kind was obtained from the Human
Development Network (HDN), World Bank Institute (WBI), Independent Evaluation Group (IEG), and
Poverty Reduction and Economic Management (PREM) in the World Bank; as well as from Social Sector,
Institutional Development, and Knowledge (PRODEV) in the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB);
and cooperation from the United States (USAID), The Netherlands, Germany (GTZ), and the International
Monetary Fund (IMF). At the national level, sources included the Central Bank (Banco de la República),
Acción Social (President’s Office), the Ministry of Social Protection, the Ministry of Education, and the
Ministry of the Environment and Housing.
48
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In the absence of additional local funds and to ensure that these activities would continue
until 2012, the DEPP got approval to prepare a new credit operation with the World
Bank, initially estimated to be US$20 million. Implementation of this operation is to begin
in 2009 but, due to fiscal restrictions, the amount was reduced to US$8.5 million by the
new administration.51
As far as staff institutionalization is concerned, the aim of the strategy was not achieved.
Despite obtaining initial approval to create the planned civil service positions, at an
estimated annual cost of US$75,000, the decision was overturned in 2005. To help with
the government’s fiscal adjustment program, the state reform initiative had suggested a 20
percent cut in staffing by all national entities, and because it was impossible to reduce staff
in other areas of the DNP, it became politically impossible to insist on the staffing
initiative for SINERGIA/DEPP.
Figure 4. SINERGIA Financing, 1996–2006
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3.5. Methodologies for Defining Indicators
The process of defining indicators, goals, and baselines is crucial to the success of an M&E
system. The quality of information and evaluations depends on this development, as does
their relevance to decision-making processes. Also dependent on this process is the level of
ownership and commitment to measuring results by those responsible for executing
programs. Several SINERGIA success factors are listed here.
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See CONPES 3515 of 2008.
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The collaborative approach used to define and agree on indicators, in which executing
entities, DNP sector experts, and SINERGIA/DEPP professionals are all involved. This
enables the system to ensure that minimum quality standards are met in all sectors.
The technical criteria used to set up indicators and goals, including: (i) target functions of
each sector and agency, (ii) sources and frequencies of available information, (iii)
programmed investment funding, and (iv) sector capacities for achieving the goals set.
This gives goals a sense of reality and ensures measurability.
The validation of indicators and targets by ministers and directors of each agency and the
ratification of their commitment in an agreement letter sent to the President’s Office and
DNP. This step ensures that each minister and director owns its indicators and goals and
that it is directly responsible to the President and the general public for the results.
The extensive dissemination, in the form of printed charts and information on the
SIGOB website. This enables the commitment to citizens to be expanded, exposes
performance to scrutiny by the general public, and makes it difficult for entities to
unilaterally lower their targets.
3.6. Availability and Quality of Performance Information

Identifying strengths and weaknesses of performance information has been an important
contribution made by SINERGIA since 2002. The system’s whole-of-government approach
has provided DNP/DEPP (its technical secretariat) with a unique perspective on the main
information limitations, bottlenecks, and best practices in the country. As a result, DEPP
strengthened its capacity to advise national and subnational governments and agencies on
how to move toward a more systematic production of sufficient and good-quality
performance information. For this reason, SINERGIA/DEPP was asked to prepare a
national information strategy, as part of the Colombia’s long-term plan: Vision 2019.52
In this role, SINERGIA helped to set out the Colombian policy guidelines and standards that
national and subnational governments currently follow to further increase the quality and
availability of administrative records and statistics, and to reduce their production costs. It
also contributed to better institutional arrangements for improving coordination and
harmonization of data collection and use at all levels, but particularly among line ministries,
the National Statistics Agency (DANE),53 the MoF, the DNP, and the President’s Office.
Furthermore, it helped to define an action plan and specific guidelines for supporting the
agenda of the National Inter-Sectoral Committee for Information Policy and Management
(COINFO).54 It was hoped that a coherent and long-term information strategy would
contribute to further institutionalization and consolidation of the evaluation system, and vice
versa.
3.7. Inter-Sector Evaluation Committee
Coordination mechanisms to identify performance information needs, to select
methodologies, to choose the programs to be evaluated and, particularly, to ensure the use of
evaluation findings have been effective in introducing a favorable climate for evaluation in
Colombia. Such a climate has also enabled the number of evaluations to be increased and a
community of evaluators to be built up in the country, though the latter is still in its early
stages.
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See DNP 2006.
Departamento Administrativo Nacional de Estadisticas.
54
Comision Inter-Sectorial de Politicas y Gestion de la Informacion.
53
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The Inter-Sector Evaluation Committee, which was set up in 2002, has played a crucial role in
these aspects. One specific development is that it has allowed better coordination processes to
be implemented among SINERGIA/DEPP, MoF, DNP directorates, and the principal sector
ministries, so that an evaluation agenda could be drawn up jointly (table 2). Another
development is that the committee has also helped develop the evaluator market, especially in
terms of impact methodologies. By encouraging competitive contracting processes, which
favor technical quality and the forging of alliances between national and international experts,
the number of evaluators from the main research centers and universities is growing.
Table 2. Inter-Sector Evaluation Committee: Members and Functions
Members

Functions

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
4.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Chaired by DNP Deputy Director
President’s Office – High Counselor
Ministry of Finance – Budget
Director (DGPN)
Ministry of Social Protection (MPS)
– Deputy Technical Minister
Ministry of Education (MEN) –
Deputy Minister for Quality
Public Finance and Investment
Director (DIFP) – DNP
Sector Directorates – DNP
Guest agencies
SINERGIA/DEPP Technical
Secretariat

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

To define the SINERGIA conceptual and institutional framework.
To propose programs to be evaluated.
To draw up an annual and four-year evaluation agenda.
To identify sources of funds and provide support in obtaining
funding to finance evaluations deemed to warrant priority.
To approve methodologies that will be used in each evaluation.
To approve the contracting out of evaluations included on the
agenda.
To monitor implementation of evaluation findings.
To analyze recommendations made in evaluations and propose
courses of action for making use of their results.
Others, as the Committee may deem necessary for promoting the
implementation of the evaluations.

Source: DNP – DEPP.

The Committee has encouraged the transfer and sharing of capacities and experiences among
its member agencies and has stimulated the development of seminars, courses, and
conferences. Several events were held during 2002–2006 to present the results of specific
evaluations and to discuss the implications of their findings and need for developing
evaluation capacities in the public sector, thereby helping to set up informal knowledge
networks and stimulating academic interest in specific evaluation training programs.55
Thanks to this committee, the percentage of the nation's budget that has undergone some
kind of evaluation increased more than tenfold between 2002 and 2006.568 Evidence also
exists of influential decisions promoted by the committee and taken by the government, such
as the Families in Action program (which had its budget increased and its coverage expanded),
and the evaluation of the General Transfers to the Regions System. The DEPP has played an
important part in helping to get these results by marking out the process, drawing up the
agenda, coordinating actions resulting from the evaluations, suggesting programs to be
evaluated, and periodically submitting concrete evaluation of program proposals to the
committee for approval.
Despite the boost that the Inter-Sector Evaluation Committee has managed to give to
evaluation, there has also been a series of hindrances to its development. The more important
of these are listed here.
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Examples are the impact evaluation courses at Los Andes University and the Universidad de Antioquia,
two of Colombia’s most prestigious universities.
56
DNP and Presidencia de la Republica 2006.
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The committee can advocate program changes in response to evaluation findings but it is
an ad hoc group, without solid legal development or support, and therefore it does not
have the power to enforce the implementation of changes.57
The coordinating body has no autonomy or budget of its own for promoting and
financing evaluations in other areas. It depends on the funding made available by its
members.
All of its members are government officials; there are no external evaluators or academics
and this reduces the perception of how independent and credible the coordinating body
is.
It can neither extend evaluations on a wider scale (e.g., to the regional level, or to other
branches of the state) nor does it have any power to regulate the evaluators market.
It depends heavily on the insufficient capacity of DEPP as the SINERGIA Technical
Secretariat, which has limited staff to comply with a growing evaluation agenda.

Despite these disadvantages, the mere fact that this ad hoc group exists—and continues to
exist—speaks to a positive trend and shows the growing interest in, and institutionalization of,
evaluation in Colombia.
3.8. Regional and Sector M&E Pilot Systems
Another success factor was the change in SINERGIA's regional and sector approaches to
developing M&E systems. This consisted of moving from a supply-based, global approach
covering national, provincial and local governments to one driven by demand and based on
pilot initiatives at the regional, sector, and agency levels.
Two parallel pilot programs were promoted between 2004 and 2006 in the major cities of
Medellín and Pasto. As a result of the enthusiasm and capacities of the enterprising mayors,
these pilot projects managed to incorporate a strong results orientation into their respective
administrations, using M&E tools for planning and budgeting.58 A joint initiative by the
private sector and the major national media in 2007 recognized the mayors of these two cities
as the best mayors in the country for their respective city’s size. Although this recognition
cannot be said to have been entirely due to these pilot programs, they were clearly among the
main factors considered.
It should be stressed that unlike the experience at the national level, these pilot programs
achieved effective coordination in both planning and budgeting, despite the fact that the
institutional architecture of these two levels is exactly the same as that in central government.
The regional experience thus demonstrated that while the investment budget (part of the
planning units) and operating budget (under the purview of the budget units) are functionally
two separate entities, it need not constitute an insurmountable obstacle to implementing an
M&E system and a results-orientated model. These pilot programs and their principal lessons
have been analyzed at seminars and conferences, and have thus become widely disseminated.
Accordingly, one of the most important aspects is that they set a good practice precedent for
other regional administrations and for the central government itself.59
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A valuable contrasting example is Chile’s Ministry of Finance, which has unique powers in ensuring
implementation of evaluation findings.
58
Medellín is the second largest city in Colombia, with approximately 3 million inhabitants, and is one of
the most progressive. Pasto is a medium-size capital city with around 400,000 inhabitants. Another pilot
program was introduced in June 2006 in the town of Tocancipá, which has a population of less than
100,000.
59
These initiatives were financed with international cooperation funding acquired by SINERGIA and with
local funds, which were far greater than the outside contributions.
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This model was also implemented at the sector level in the Ministry of Social Protection
(MPS) as well as at the agency level in the Institute for Family Welfare (ICBF)60 and the
National Roads Institute (INVIAS).61 Coupled with the national model implemented by the
present government, the impact of these processes has acted as a stimulus for a strong results
orientation in other regional administrations, sectors, and agencies, which are now
implementing similar approaches to results-based budgeting and management.62 The ability of
SINERGIA/DEPP to meet the demands of municipal and provincial governments, as well as
of other sectors and agencies for technical assistance is nevertheless limited. The model
implemented initially envisioned technical assistance being provided by private entities and/or
universities, under an arrangement regulated by SINERGIA. However, few entities with the
capacity to provide the proper technical assistance and advisory services have emerged, thus
limiting the potential for developing this model on a larger scale.

4. Recent Developments
State reform has been relegated to lower priority in President Álvaro Uribe’s second term, and
other issues, notably internal politics and national security, have overtaken the government's
attention. Furthermore, SINERGIA/DEPP and budget directors at DNP and MoF stepped
down at the end of the first administrative term, and new personnel now occupy the top
positions in both entities. A new institutional context, with notably less attention placed on
evaluation matters, has once again made the system less dynamic.
Although the reforms that were introduced during the first Uribe administration resulted in
the general public favourable approval of M&E functions, some groups in academia and the
private sector have increasingly questioned how independent SINERGIA really is, and how
credible is the information that it provides. Critics argue that as long as SINERGIA remains
under the control of the executive, there can be no guarantees as to how objective its
evaluations are.63 Added to this is the loss of dynamism that the Inter-Sector Evaluation
Committee has begun to show, due to its lack of autonomy, funds, capabilities, and powers to
regulate the evaluation market, irrespective of how interested government officials are or are
not in the subject.64
In the context of a reform that implemented major changes in the public sector’s orientation
toward results, this kind of scrutiny of the government by outside agents should also be seen
as an indicator of the extent to which SINERGIA’s products are used and valued, as well as
an indicator of the progress made toward institutionalizing M&E in Colombia. The danger is
that such developments could foster the conditions for a new period of stagnation and decline
of the M&E system in the near future.
Despite this current state, a new credit operation with the World Bank is expected to inject
fresh funds into SINERGIA in 2009. Apart from giving specific M&E actions at national and
local levels a boost, this program will concentrate most of its efforts on reinforcing the
quality, reliability, and credibility of M&E information.65 The encouragement of external
audits of SIGOB information and the setting-up of independent academic observation,
60

Instituto Colombiano de Bienestar Familiar.
Instituto Nacional de Vias.
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Examples of these are cities like Barrancabermeja and Bucaramanga, or provinces like Cundinamarca and
Cesar. The Ministries of Education, and International Commerce are additional examples.
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See ANIF 2007 and 2008.
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The Committee has reduced its role in bringing the supply of and demand for evaluations in the
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analysis and monitoring bodies for evaluations and the results thereof, including evaluations
of the NDP, could make an important contribution toward enhancing the system’s credibility.
Using these funds as intended in a strategic, opportune manner could also help to create a
new environment in favor of evaluations in the government, especially if they are conducted
by credible evaluators and the results provide information that is relevant to the MoF,
Congress, the control bodies, and the general public.
However, all these factors could be of a purely immediate nature. In the coming years, if there
is a real desire to consolidate the system and a results orientation in the public sector, a more
far-reaching institutional re-design will be needed. This would ideally, once and for all, settle
the issues of lack of authority and independence in the system, as well as problems associated
with low levels of government funding, lack of regular staffing, and coordination and
integration of M&E activities within the government.
The examples of Mexico and Spain—where National Evaluation Commissions have been set
up—show the extent to which institutionalizing evaluation as a regular state practice, with
high-quality and objective standards, requires a guiding body with greater independence. Care
should nevertheless be taken not to overestimate the value of this autonomy because
involvement by key government bodies will always be fundamental. Whereas full
independence reflects an ex-post control model, which is closer to that of supervisory
organizations, performance monitoring and evaluation that uses a results-based approach is
inextricably linked to the possibilities of providing a functioning government with active
feedback. This is one of the main strengths of SINERGIA.
Various alternatives should thus be examined, but the focus of the reform will have to affect
at least five key levels separate from SINERGIA/DEPP: ministries and execution entities,
DNP and its other directorates, the President’s Office, the Inter-Sector Evaluation
Committee, and CONPES.
An institutional change of this kind will, of course, mean that further legal modifications will
have to be made, and the main challenge will lie in getting support from within the
government and also from sectors of Congress and academia. The progress that has been
achieved since 1994 has nevertheless established a number of basic principles that could help
to make the change easier. An important “culture” of measuring results has been established
in government, and an effective practice of accountability to Congress is also in place.
Likewise, though the basic M&E infrastructure could be improved, it at least exists, and it is
used by the central administration. Furthermore, as a result of the system’s promotion,
evaluation skills have improved in academia and research institutions. Taken together, these
are important assets that could have a favorable effect on the speed and scope of reform.

5. Lessons Learned and Conclusion
Many lessons for other countries can be drawn from SINERGIA's experience, but the need
to adapt them to the specific political, institutional, and cultural context of each country
should not be overlooked. Some of the lessons learned are described here.


Setting up and consolidating a whole-of-government M&E system is not just a technical
or policy initiative because, in actuality, it is an ongoing public sector reform, which
involves all administrative areas, sets out to change public officials’ behaviors, and has to
be in line with the broadest political objectives (e.g., democratization, governance,
accountability, etc.).
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Given the long-term effort and change in “culture” that a national M&E system entails,
regulations can provide a firm basis for ensuring that the system will endure through
changes in government administrations. Such regulations need to decrease or circumvent
resistance from defenders of the status quo, while protecting the progress already achieved.
The principal assets that a system boasts are a technically sound design, based on a
diagnosis of the initial results’ framework, and robust methodologies for drawing up
indicators, goals, and baselines for monitoring and evaluating performance. Information
quality, and hence credibility, depend on these things. Achieving them requires skills and
an ability to combine local and international experiences.
Identifying indicators based on variables that are relevant to the President, citizens, and
decision makers is a central aspect, so that a balance can be guaranteed between the
supply and demand of performance information. Simplifying the indicators base and
concentrating it on the upper end of the implementation chain (outputs, outcomes, and
impacts) is a prerequisite for this balance.
Computer systems should be viewed as an M&E system tool rather than as the M&E
system itself. These information instruments should be adapted to system needs, rather
than M&E systems being adapted to the tools.
A coordinating body with a strong technical capability and influence is a necessary
condition, but is not enough by itself to ensure that progress will be made with
institutionalization. Bringing numerous players and agendas into line, reacting to changing
circumstances, and taking advantage of new opportunities to develop the system require
management, a sense of opportunity, and strategic vision, not to mention support from
entities with sufficient rank and political power, such as the President’s Office or
Congress.
If continuity is to be achieved during the process of implementing a national system, an
evaluation policy or strategy with clear objectives and well-defined components and
incentives is necessary. Also required is constant dissemination of the policy’s content,
both within and outside the government.
Although problems can be caused by strong planning and budget frameworks existing
side-by-side, with investment and operation budgets functionally separate, such problems
are not insurmountable obstacles to implementing an M&E system. This has been shown
by the experiences gained from the pilot programs in Medellin and Pasto.
Basic steps like defining program classifications of the budget and results-based budget
presentational exercises can be influential when it comes to promoting a greater results
orientation in expenditure. Such steps are important because they establish foundations
for future and more complex results-based management endeavors.
The development of evaluation capacities is a prerequisite. Intervention of M&E
authorities is needed to increase the supply of qualified evaluators, either directly (through
training programs) or indirectly (through contracting incentives).
The demand for M&E information is the main driving force behind a system. Such
information, however, does not occur on its own. Demand should be stimulated by
generating a supply of usable performance information and ensuring that it reaches key
users. The market for M&E information is imperfect, and public intervention is therefore
needed.
The credibility of a system is built around the quality of its M&E products, and not
necessarily on its independence. The latter is necessary in advanced stages of the
consolidation process, but the fact that feedback on administration requires active
participation by government agencies should be taken into account.
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Re-valuing the importance of accountability to Congress by producing annual results
reports, based on M&E information, requires the use of simple formats and language, as
well as communication and dissemination strategies.
Establishing pilot M&E programs is an effective strategy for reducing the risks of
progressing too quickly (e.g., inability to assimilate) or minimizing the costs of too slow an
implementation (e.g., loss of interest).
Although the budget model is the most widely promoted in public management, it is not
suitable in all cases. Colombia offers the example of an alternative model, one that is
planning-driven.

For the past 15 years, SINERGIA has been the main reference point for Colombia’s reform
to a performance-based administration. The system has endured many changes to regulations
and official policy by various administrations, and many of its tools have increasingly become
the accepted practice in the public sector, especially in the central government. Most efforts
have been aimed at introducing M&E practices into the planning and budgeting processes,
especially in central government. However, the results-based planning model has superseded
the budgeting model, owing mainly to the architecture of the central administration and the
fact that the system is institutionally based in the DNP.
As compared with similar experiences in other countries, SINERGIA’s institutionalization
process is notable for the way it has combined high-ranking, wide-ranging formal mechanisms
(e.g., constitutional mandate and laws covering the whole of public administration) with the
development of informal practices in key areas of the public sector (e.g., M&E culture in
ministries and entities). Using lessons learned from international experience, Colombian’s
DNP has followed an implementation strategy, which—in line with the political and
institutional reforms that have been going on in the country—brings together a uniform,
progressive approach for the national administration with the operation of selective, demandbased pilot programs at regional and sector levels.
The analysis presented in this paper has shown some of the steps taken by Colombia to
implement a national M&E system since 1991, highlighting some of the major achievements
and obstacles encountered. SINERGIA can be categorized as a whole-of-government M&E
system. Its design, implementation, and reform have been based on best international
practices and theories, with significant innovation and self-development components
incorporated as it has evolved. Significant effort has been made in the country and
implementation of M&E can be considered a success in many aspects. However, much more
work needs to be done, and more creativity will be required if Colombia is to fully
institutionalize M&E at all levels of government.
Current circumstances indicate that the system may be entering a new deceleration phase.
If Colombia truly wants to capitalize on what it has gained—given the alternating periods
of fast progress and stagnation in which it has evolved—it must provide greater
consistency and a broader institutional dimension to reform. What is needed is a system
that depends less on the extent of current high-level support, is more autonomous and
highly ranked, and is based on more powerful incentives. Such a system, however, will
entail an altogether different institutional architecture, which may require Colombia to
wait until the next phase of major state reform.
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Annex 1. Evolution of SINERGIA’s Legal Framework
Legal Mandate

Purpose

Political Constitution of 1991,
Article 343

Defines responsibility of DNP for designing and organizing
public administration results evaluation systems.

Decree 2167 of 1992

Restructures DNP and sets up the Special Administration
Evaluation and Control Division as responsible for designing
the administration evaluation and control system.

CONPES Document 2688 of
1994

Establishes the general objectives, structure, and strategy for
implementing the National Administration Results and
Evaluation System.

Law 152 of 1994

Statutory Law which establishes the obligation on DNP to
carry out follow-up and evaluation and control of
development plans.

CONPES Document 2790 of
1995

Conceptualizes results-orientated public administration and
establishes the Estimated Plan as the instrument for
evaluating development plan results.

Decree 1363 of 2000

Upgrades SINERGIA technical unit from division to
directorate level in the DNP.

CONPES Document 3248 of
2002

Establishes the Public Administration Renewal Program,
including administration by results as a cross-cutting reform.

Law 812 of 2003

Sets up the 2002–2006 National Development Plan, including
guidelines and provisions for results-based management and
evaluation of results.

Decree 195 of 2004

Restructures DNP and strengthens SINERGIA technical
functions by creating the Public Policy Evaluation Directorate
with extended sphere of action.

CONPES Document 3294 of
2004

Comprehensively reforms SINERGIA, amends its scope,
institutional framework, and structure. Forms a top-ranking
political backup for institutionalizing results-based M&E in
Colombia.

Decree 4730 of 2005

Modifies the Statutory Budget Law by including spending
program classifiers, evaluation of expenditure as a key part of
the budget cycle, and impact evaluation of main budgeted
programs, as defined by DNP and the Ministry of Finance in
the SINERGIA evaluation agenda.

Law 1151 of 2007

Four year mandate that created the Inter Sector Evaluation
Committee as a coordination mechanism to harmonize supply
and demand of evaluation, select methodologies and stimulate
utilization of findings.
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Annex 2. SINERGIA Evaluations, 2002–2008
Evaluations Completed

Cost (US$)

Cash Transfers - Families in Action rural
Social Housing (VIS)
Training - Youngsters in Action
Colombian Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprise Modernization and
Development Fund (FOMIPYME)
Public Administration Renewal Program (PARP)

Percentage of total
evaluation budget (%)

2,000,000
180,430
700,000

19.84
1.79
6.94

86,957
25,000

0.86
0.25

111,957

1.11

30,000
1,500,000
300,000
237,113
5,171,457

0.30
14.88
2.98
2.35
51.29

- Public Procurement Reform Program
Public Administration Renewal Program (PARP)
- Enhancing Productivity of Prioritized Agencies (1st Phase)
Direct Employment Support Program (DESP)
Workfare - Jobs in Action
Food Security Network (FSN)
Peace and Development Laboratories Program (1st Phase)
Subtotal

Evaluations in Progress

Cost (US$)

Cash transfers - Families in Action (Internally Displaced Population)
Cash transfers - Families in Action (Urban Pilot)
Cash transfers - Families in Action (Urban Expansion)
Nutritional and Child Care Program - Community Homes
General Subnational Transfers System
Socioeconomic Stratification System
Public Administration Renewal Program (PARP)
- Legal Management reform
Public Administration Renewal Program (PARP)
- Public Assets Administration reform
Public Administration Renewal Program (PARP)
- Public Service Reform
Public Administration Renewal Program (PARP)
- Enhancing Productivity of Prioritized Agencies (2nd phase)
Peace Work - Acción Social (Executive)
Disabled Persons Program - DPP (Executive)
Ministry of the Interior and Ministry of Justice merger (Executive)
Rural Development - Agrisector Safe Income Program
Strengthening Culture - Batuta
Modernization of the Attorney General Program
Urban Integral Plan
Subtotal
TOTAL
Source: Department of National Planning / DEPP.
Note: n.a. = not available.
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Percentage of total
evaluation budget (%)

278,261
93,485
386,957
1,347,826
1,086,957
201,739
25,000

2.76
0.93
3.84
13.37
10.78
2.00
0.25

25,000

0.25

25,217

0.25

15,652

0.16

n.a.
28,783
10,435
1,234,338
108,660
21,739
20,909
4,910,958

0.29
0.10
12.24
1.08
0.22
0.21
48.71

10,082,415
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